Heaven and Hell and Other Worlds Of The Dead
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The Egyptian Heaven and Hell
- Elbert Allison White - 1895

What's the Truth About Heaven and Hell? - Douglas A. Jones - 2013

Recent books about heaven and hell have seized the interest of committed Christians and various seculars alike. But the wide maps of heaven and hell have also created many misunderstandings about the primary views of the Bible. This book provides a brief review of the main views in the form of a table and then offers a summary of the Bible’s teaching about heaven and hell. This book is an essential resource for those who are confused about the nature of heaven and hell.

Between Heaven and Hell
- Rob Bell - 2011

Rob Bell has brought up the most fascinating breakdown starting from 2011 with books like the Heaven and Hell: The Truth about Heaven, the Devil’s Day of Judgment, and the Intermediate State! We have now yet not just first-hand knowledge from the Devil’s Day of Judgment and the Intermediate State but also we know the world where the Devil’s Day of Judgment and the Intermediate State exists.

The Heaven and Hell: The Truth about Heaven, the Devil’s Day of Judgment, and the Intermediate State
- Rob Bell - 2011

It offers a fascinating exploration of the ideas of life after death ranging from ancient times to the present and from religion and philosophy to literature and science. It includes a unique perspective on heaven, hell, and the afterlife, as well as an in-depth look at the historical development of these concepts. The book is a thought-provoking and enlightening read for anyone interested in understanding the complex and often contradictory ideas surrounding the afterlife.

After Lives
- David Nutt - 2011
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